I want to thank you for the copy of the survey, recently completed by Dr. Paine. We have reviewed the report, as requested, and should like to mention the following corrections, comments and suggestions:
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(7) Correct to read: "Epileptics with mental deficiency and severe physical disorders."
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(17) Correct to read: Forage crops such as oats and corn, alfalfa for the dairy herd.
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(C) Corrections - F. W. Stevenson, M.D.
T. B. Merner, M.D.

(D) Corrections - Heinz Bruhl, M.D.
Berenice Moriarty, M.D.
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(4) Correction - There are 37 dining rooms (8 for employees and 29 for patients),

Food from central kitchen is sent to all dining rooms except for those in two farm buildings. These receive milk, bread and pastries from the kitchen, however.

(6) Containers are open stainless steel welded boxes constructed so that they nest upon each other in loading on trucks suspended on overhead track in transporting food through underground tunnels from central kitchen to various dining rooms or in stacking when not in use.

Food delivery to dining rooms from central kitchen is mainly by means of underground tunnel. I suggest that this method should be discontinued and replaced by overland truck delivery in
heated carts, as is being done for the three newest buildings or in vacuum type containers to several old outlying buildings. This would have to be a long range program as it necessitates structural changes in the buildings to provide this method of delivery to the dining rooms, additional loading space at the central kitchen, as well as additional trucks and heated carts and vacuum type food containers. Many dining rooms also should be rearranged to provide for cafeteria service.

(Article VII - B.2.) Should read P.A. I
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(5) Should read Personal Physician.